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L Define what is meant bv the following terms: z ' '

:s

x Li,near Program;

* 
feasi,ble regi,on of a Linear Programming Problem.

Sky Ltd. has two products Cloud and,Wind. To produc. o& unit of Cioud, 2 units
I

of material X and 4 units of material Y are required. To prbduce one unit of Wind,

3 units of material X and 2 units of material V are required. As the raw material

X is in short suppiy so not more than 16 units of material X can be used. Atleast

16 units of material Y nust be used in order to meet the committed sales of Cloud

and Wind. Cost per unit of material X and material Y are Rs. 2.50 and Rs. 0.25

respectiveiy. The selling price per unit of cloud and wind are Rs. 12 and Rs. 16

respectively.

You are required:

(i) to formulate mathematical.model,

(ii) to solve it for maximum contribution to the prt'fit graphically.



2' use si'mprer Method' to solve the following Linear programming probrem:

Minimize Z:grt*4r2,

. subject to Br, + nz ) 22,

fr1 * fr2 :21,

nt*2rz<10,

t1,12>- Q.

3' use Reui,sed si,mprer Method,to sorve the fotowing Linear programming pro

Maximize Z :2r1* 12,

subject to Sq + 4r2 g,

6rr+12--5,

iEt,12 > 0. i

4' Briefly expiain the voge|s Approri,mati,on Method,. 1
A company has four terminars (J,v,w ancr x. At the stait on u jurti.ut* 

day, 14' 6 andrtraiiers' respectively are available at these terminals. During the previornight 13, 10, 6 and 6 tra'ers, respectivery were roaded at prants A, B, c and D.company dispatcher has come up with the costs between the terminals and p
as follows:
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Find the optimar ailocation of loudud trailers from prants to terminars
minimize transportation cost by using vogel,s approximation method.

in order to



5. Briefly explain the Hungarian Method for solving assignment problems.

A transport cgrporation has three vehicles at three cities A, B and C. Each vehicle

can be assigned. to any cities Iztrl, X, Y and, Z. The distances between the cities are

given in the following table :

Find the assignment of

travelled is minimized.

6. Find the maximum flow

intuitive technique;

labeling technique.

the vehicles among the

for the following network by

that the total distance.jlo
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